Local governments are seeking to improve efficiency and citizen services while reducing the capital investment and organizational angst required to modernize and maintain their enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.

Do these challenges sound familiar?
- Rising costs and risk of maintaining aging systems
- Staffing challenges
- Stagnant or declining budgets
- ERP failing to keep up with demands of government

CGI solves the challenge
As the provider of CGI Advantage® ERP, the leading built-for-government solution, we have helped states, counties and cities of various sizes to improve their operational efficiency, service quality and transparency. As part of our continued focus to help the public sector, CGI offers CGI Advantage360, a cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) ERP solution for mid-tier local government that is delivered faster at an affordable and predictable cost.

CGI Advantage360 offers the benefits of CGI Advantage ERP, preconfigured specifically for the needs of mid-sized governments. It encompasses software, support and services, with a range of cloud based delivery options, supplemented by value-added business process services. This results-based offering balances client needs for price, flexibility and functionality.

CGI Advantage360 benefits
- Reduce operational costs using a multi-tenant, cloud-based solution that reduces the cost of computing resources
- Reduce implementation time, cost and risk with a proven ERP solution that is based on best practice business processes designed specifically for local governments
- Include regular updates to meet changing regulatory and business needs
- Achieve long-term predictable spend and improved service levels facilitating a redirection of scarce resources to other activities
- Provide rapid deployment using standardized, preconfigured data, reducing implementation time by at least 50 percent compared to traditional implementations
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Deep domain expertise
Since 1976, CGI has helped governments of all sizes to improve their operational efficiency, service quality and transparency. In fact, we are the only leading independent IT and business process services firm that develops, implements, supports and hosts integrated ERP software exclusively for government.

Dedication to public sector needs
CGI’s approach reflects product investment that is 100 percent focused on public sector needs; an active client user community that plays a significant role in product direction; and product professionals who are dedicated to improving the business of government.

Achieve predictable spend, improve service and redirect scarce resources—while reducing total cost of ownership
When organizations want to advance their ERP capabilities without the cost and difficulty of attracting and retaining ERP skilled resources, CGI has the resources, expertise and commitment to absorb the risks and deliver the benefits. CGI Advantage360 clients benefit from greater cost predictability, access to talent and next-generation capabilities, lower total cost of ownership and single-provider accountability for software and services.